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Partners Group Sustainability Vision
Become an impact leader in corporate responsibility to the benefit
of our employees and other stakeholders.

Corporate Vision

Portfolio Vision (Controlled Assets)1

"Creating positive and lasting impact
for all our stakeholders"

"Building better and more sustainable
assets and companies"

For illustrative purposes only. Source: Partners Group (2022). 1 This Sustainability Strategy focuses on controlled assets in Partners Group's private equity and
infrastructure business. A similar approach is adopted for private real estate. Our approach for private debt, integrated investments and listed private markets is
covered in our ESG & Sustainability Directive.
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Partners Group drives ESG impact through a clear and dedicated governance structure
Board of Directors

Steffen Meister
Chairman

• Board of Directors is responsible for the Sustainability Strategy
• Oversees ESG & Sustainability topics at firm and portfolio level

"Our vision is to build better
and more sustainable businesses"

Executive Team
• Executive Team is responsible for implementing the Sustainability Strategy
David Layton
CEO, Head PE

• Defines and controls sustainability-related roles and goals

"Sustainability is an integral part of our
transformational investing approach "

Sustainability Team

André Frei
Chairman of
Sustainability

• Collaborates with Executive Team
and Head of ESG
• Drives the Sustainability Strategy
at firm and portfolio level

Carmela Mondino
Head of ESG

"We realize sustainability at scale"
For illustrative purposes only. Source: Partners Group (2022).

• Develops and implements operational
governance and control frameworks
• Advises investment teams and
portfolio companies on ESG
initiatives and drives progress
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Our experience as a responsible investor allows us to be an ESG thought leader
2008

Partners Group is one of the first private market investors to sign the UN Principles for Responsible Investments
(PRI) and has earned the highest rating in the last six years in the UN PRI's annual ESG assessment

2016

Development of our ESG due diligence tool based on the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board metrics and
integration into the investment decision process. All investments comply with our ESG & Sustainability Directive1

2018

Launch of the Partners Group LIFE Strategy, which follows a dual mission of combining market-rate financial
returns with a measurable contribution to the UN SDGs 2

2019

Partners Group has offset its key corporate GHG emissions since 2019, teaming up with Natural Capital Partners,
a leading provider of innovative environmental solutions

2020

Launch of our Climate Change Strategy aligned with the Task-Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures; we
commit to managing our investment portfolio towards the Paris Agreement 3 and offset our corporate emissions

2021

Partners Group becomes the only global private markets firm to be included in the Dow Jones Sustainability
Indices (DJSI), reflecting our firm's position as a corporate sustainability leader in private markets

2021

Partners Group joins the Initiative Climat International (iCI), a landmark global climate initiative for the private
equity industry that is supported by the Principles for Responsible Investment

We stay ahead of best practice by actively engaging in the global responsible investment community
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Partners Group (2022) 1 Propriety ESG due diligence tool based on the Sustainability Accounting
Standards Board metrics integrated in the investment decision process for all our Direct investments, ESG integration programs defined for all our lead
investments. 2 Partners Group pursues impactassessments for selective investments to identify their contribution to the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (UN SDGs). 3 Climate goals apply to client accounts to the extent consistent with applicable fiduciary duties or responsibilities.

OUR SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

Our ambition is to become an impact leader in corporate responsibility
to the benefit of our employees and other stakeholders

For illustrative purposes. Source: Partners Group (2022) 1 Corporate Level Scope 3 emissions exclude Scope 3 emissions from “category 15: investments” (GHG
Protocol), which are addressedat the PortfolioLevel. 2 The description of this Sustainability Strategy in this report focuses on controlledassets inPartners Group’s
private equity and infrastructure business. A similar approach will be adopted for private real estate. Our engagement approach for private debt, integrated
investments and listed private markets is covered in our ESG & Sustainability Directive.
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Decarbonization is a giga theme guiding our thematic investing:
We can create value by investing in the low carbon economy
Decarbonization investment opportunities

Replacement

Conservation

Clean power and
low carbon fuels

Energy & resource
efficiency

Carbon
management
Capture, sequester
and use CO2

6x

10x

c. 10%

wind and solar
growth by 20501

increase in power
outages2

of global CO2
reduction3

USD 32.9tn

USD 14.0tn

USD 1.6tn

until 2040 for
7.5 Gt CO2 reduction p.a.4

until 2040 for
2.0 Gt CO2 reduction p.a.4

until 2040 for
1.9 Gt CO2 reduction p.a.4

Decarbonization is also an integral part of our transformational investing approach: We lead our assets on their path to net zero
Source: Partners Group (2022). Past performance is not indicative of future results. For illustrative purposes only. There is no assurance similar results will be
achieved. There is no assurance that the above will materialize. 1 Bloomberg New Energy Finance – Outlook 2020. 2 Climate Central, Blackout: Extreme Weather,
Climate Change and Power Outages. 3 International Energy Agency. 4 International Energy Agency (2020), BP Energy Outlook (2020), Bloomberg New Energy
Finance (2021), Partners Group (2022). The average annual CO 2 reduction are calculations for 2031-2040.
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Key targets at Portfolio Level (Controlled Assets)

•

We measure (year one1) and externally
assure (year two1) our GHG footprint

•

We develop a tailored GHG reduction
strategy within three years to lower
carbon equivalents by 50%+ by 20352

•

•

We start to meaningfully reduce our
GHG emissions, striving for around 20%
reduction over our ownership period

•

We develop a tailored Employee
Engagement Initiative within two years 1,
based on regular engagement surveys and
target scores

•

We develop & implement a D&I Strategy
over our ownership period

•

We aim for our teams to reflect the local
talent pools in the societies in which we
operate, and we progress towards this goal
through targeted recruitment campaigns
where needed1

We act on our environmental footprint3
over our ownership period, based on a
materiality assessment within three years1
•

We initiate a Stakeholder Benefits
Program 4 within two years, re-investing
substantially into relevant employee
focus areas

•

We appoint ESG Responsibles at board,
executive and leadership level within
100 days 1

•

We develop a meaningful ESG Journey
within two years 1, and consider publishing
a CSR report

•

We establish a Risk & Audit Committee
and agenda during the first year 1, incl.
cybersecurity

•

We aim to hire 40% of new board
members from underrepresented groups,
without compromising on merit-based
assessments5

For illustrative purposes. Source: Partners Group (2022). There is no assurance that targets will be achieved. 1 of / during our ownership period. 2 Calculated on an
average basis, based on carbon emission intensity, with 2019 as the base year (where available). This serves as an interim milestone on the path to net zero. 3
Beyond carbon, e.g. land, water and resources. 4 Refers to Partners Group’s strategic program for controlled companies to build better businesses by reinvesting
up to 10% of profit growth for stakeholder impact projects, with the goal to generate people impact beyond industry standards through company specific and
customized solutions. 5 Measured over a three-year horizon.
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Key targets at Corporate Level

•

We measure and externally assure close
to 100% of our detailed GHG footprint

•

We reduce our Scope 2 to near zero by
switching to renewable energy where
possible and offsetting as a last resort 2

•

•

We contribute to nature- and
technology-based solutions that
address biodiversity and GHG emissions 3
We develop a decarbonization program
to achieve net negative emissions
by 2030

•

We aim for a top quartile employee
engagement score, with 75%+ of
employees engaged and less than 12%
annual attrition

•

•

•

We assure equal pay for equal work
globally and equal (promotion)
opportunities 3

We further refine our ESG strategy,
governance and control framework
and continue to create value and mitigate
risks, which should provide the basis for
the highest rating by the UN PRI

•

We aim for our teams to reflect the
local talent pools in the societies in which
we operate

We link a part of our executive
compensation to select ESG focus
areas and goals 5

•

We aim to hire 50% of new board
members from underrepresented
groups 6, without compromising on
merit-based assessments

•

As role models, our Board and
Executive Team own and govern the
most strategic initiatives at Corporate
Level

•

We aim for at least 25 female leaders
in Senior Management4

•

We relaunch our PG Stakeholder Impact
effort

For illustrative purposes. Source: Partners Group (2022). There is no assurance that targets will be achieved. 1 Corporate level Scope 3 emissions exclude Scope 3
emissions from “category 15: investments” (GHG Protocol), which are addressedat the portfolio level. 2 Using Renewable Energy Certificates and verified carbon
credits. 3 This is an ambition Partners Group has every year, rather than by a given date. 4 Partner, Managing Director or PGHN board member. 5 From 2022
onwards, as described in our 2021 compensation report. 6 From 2021 onwards, measured over a three-year horizon.
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2021 ESG HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR PORTFOLIO

Building more sustainable businesses through active ownership

For illustrative purposes only. There is no assurance that the stated strategy will materialize. Source: Partners Group (2022). 1 This description of our ‘traditional
ESG’ approach relates to our ESG investing approach for non-controlled direct investments, as well as fund and debt investments. 2 This description focuses on
controlled assets in Partners Group’s private equity and infrastructure business. A similar approach will be adopted for priv ate real estate.
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Our private equity ESG Dashboard in 2021

Key findings and future focus
We need to further
increase our waste
management
data coverage

We improved
health & safety across
>35% of our portfolio

We will continue our
focus on entrepreneurial
governance in
sustainability

For illustrative purposes only. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made. Source: Partners Group (2022). Note: if companies were unable to report
a given metric in 2021 (indicated in the table with "-") but took steps towards being able to report it in 2022, this was considered as an improvement in performance.
For metrics that are qualitative, rather than quantitative, we conduct maturity assessments, scoring each asset from 1-4 across five key dimensions, with 1 indicating
a low level of maturity and 4 indicating best practice. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 1 The company expanded the coverage of this KPI, going
from only its HQ to the entire company globally. For this reason, the arrow (as well as the value versus last year) goes up even if the carbon intensity is the highest in
the portfolio. The company is actively developing its decarbonization strategy. 2 The materiality is relative to each asset and its industry; for that reason, we calibrate
it to have an even distribution among the three categories.
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Our private infrastructure ESG Dashboard in 2021

Key findings and future focus
We need to further
increase our GHG
emissions data coverage

We improved community
engagement and reduced
community complaints

We encourage reporting
on ESG progress through
a CSR publication

For illustrative purposes only. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made. Source: Partners Group (2022). Note: if companies were unable to
report a given metric in 2021 (indicated in the table with "-") but took steps towards being able to report it in 2022, this was considered as an improvement in
performance. For metrics that are qualitative, rather than quantitative, we conduct maturity assessments, scoring each asset from 1-4 across five key dimensions,
with 1 indicating a low level of maturity and 4 indicating best practice. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Case study: PCI Pharma Services

Waste and
energy
• Reduced its scrap percentage to

USA

<3% and increased recycling rate
to >75%
• This increased EBITDA by c. USD

• PCI Pharma Services ("PCI")

is a leading global provider of
outsourced pharmaceutical
supply chain services
• Offerings include packaging,

clinical trial and drug
manufacturing

• Leader in North America with

growing presence in Europe,
Australia and Asia

0.9m and resulted in a
Gold EcoVadis rating

• Collaborated with external

consultant to develop energy
consumption and GHG reduction
measures

• These measures led to 15%

reduction in energy
consumption and increased
EBITDA by c. USD 1.6m

Health and
safety
• Focus to improve health and

safety through standardized
best practice initiatives
• Working towards continuous

improvement in total recordable
injury rate (TRIR) and lost-time
incident rate (LTIR) performance

• Reduced TRIR from 1.7 to 0.7

and LTIR from 2.0 to 0.5 between
2019 and 2021
• Implementation of consistent

product health risk assessment
process

Past performance is not indicative of future results. For illustrative purposes only. There is noassurance that similar investments will be made or that similar
returns will be achieved. Rationale: PCI Pharma Services is one of the most recent exits in Partners Group’s private equity directs platform. Source: Partners
Group (2022).

2021 ESG HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR PORTFOLIO

ESG highlights of Partners Group's direct investment portfolio in 2021

For illustrative purposes only. Source: Partners Group (2022). Note: data from our annual ESG KPI Survey, as of 30 June 2021. Once a year, we survey our direct
lead and joint-lead investments on key aspects of their ESG performance. We use the data from this review to understand the collective impact of our portfolio on
society and the environment, assess the overall ESG maturity of each investment and identify priority areas for engagement. Data compares cumulative figures
from our 2020 and 2021 reporting periods for the same set of specific portfolio assets to ensure an accurate year-over-year comparison. Net jobs calculation
methodology and scope were updated in 2020. Figures are calculated using the difference between 2020 and 2021 headcount, which includes jobs from M&A. The
figure is reported for unrealized investments in our Direct Private Equity Funds. *Passenger vehicles are defined as 2-axle 4-tire vehicles (passenger cars, vans,
pickup trucks, and sport/utility vehicles) with an average of 4.6 tons of CO2e per year. Source: EPA (2022). **Based on 40 hours per week, 50 weeks per year.
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Sustainability Strategy:
Our Corporate-Level Social Targets
Social Focus
REALIZING EMPLOYEES' POTENTIAL
Become an impact leader in corporate responsibility to the benefit of our employees and other stakeholders.

Key targetsby 2025
•

We aim for a top-quartile employee engagement score, with 75%+ of employees engaged and less than 12% annual attrition

•

We assure equal pay for equal work globally and equal (promotion) opportunities1

•

We aim for our teams to reflect the local talent pools in the societies in which we operate

•

We aim for at least 25 female leaders in Senior Management2

•

We relaunch our PG Stakeholder Impact effort

Key projects starting in 2022
•

Conduct our annual employee engagement survey. Continue to develop employees through PG Academy

•

Incorporate actions identified through the employee engagement survey into cell leaders’ P&D goals 3, assessment and compensation

•

Engage a reputable external party to verify equal pay for equal work (i.e. no material deviations globally) 4

•

Update the D&I Strategy. We define and explore local talent pools and pursue targeted recruitment campaigns
(e.g. summer internships; university ambassadors) to increase diversity

•

Relaunch the PG stakeholder impact effort. Further encourage employees to support local communities through impact / ESG projects
that create lasting positive impact, providing their time, expertise or financial resources

For illustrative purposes. Source: Partners Group (2022). There is no assurance that targets will be achieved. 1 This is anambition Partners Group has every year,
rather than by a given date. 2 Partner, Managing Director or PGHN board member. 3 P&D stands for Performance & Development and refers to Partners Group’s
annual employee goal setting and assessment process. 4 Extension of the Swiss We Pay Fair verification.
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Our employee focus areas in 2021

Employee
engagement
• Third annual firm-

wide employee
survey
• Ensure employee

voices are heard and
foster increased
employee
engagement

PG
Academy
• Increased training

hours per employee by
25% through bespoke
learning and
development platform
• Focus on leadership

trainings and coaching
& mentoring

Diversity &
Inclusion
• Strengthening of D&I

governance through
five Employee
Networks and D&I
Committee
• Developed a broader

D&I Leadership Team
across the firm

We want Partners Group employees to grow faster than they would anywhere else – personally and professionally

For illustrative purposes only. Source: Partners Group (2022).
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Governance of Diversity & Inclusion initiatives at Partners Group
Our PG Charter provides the basis for our D&I Conviction Statement

A clear governance setup

Partnership is grounded in collaboration of diverse teams
We make the best decisions when we jointly explore and
vigorously debate

Creative abrasion is more successful with both diversity and
inclusion
Diversity of perspectives, skills, experience and backgrounds,
combined with a tradition of inclusion, enables us to realize the
full potential in private markets

Pride

Our Diversity & Inclusion Leadership Team - sizeable, energetic, determined and influential

Kirsta
Anderson
Chair

Antony
Esposito
The PG
Pride
Network
Leader

Inqu Haile
The PG
Black
Network
Leader

Clifford
Ryan Cadiz
The PG
Pride
Network
Leader

Hans Ploos
v. Amstel
The PG
Women's
Network
Sponsor

Maria
Getto
The PG
Pride
Network
Leader

David
Layton
The PG
Black
Network
Sponsor

Kelly-Marie
Henry
The PG
Black
Network
Leader

Kelly Xu
Asia
Sponsor

Steffen
Meister
The PG
Parents
Network
Sponsor

Rahul Ghai
Asia
Sponsor

Carmela
Mondino
The PG
Women's
Network
Leader

Richard
Thackray
The PG Boots
& Rucks
Network
Leader

Esther Peiner
The PG
Women's
Network
Sponsor

Stefan
Näf
The PG Boot
& Rucks
Network
Sponsor

Our Diversity & Inclusion setup and team have been defined in order to be as effective as possible
For illustrative purposes only.
Members of the Diversity & Inclusion Committee: Kirsta Anderson (Co-Chair), Claude Angéloz (Co-Chair), Antony Esposito, Kelly-Marie Henry, Esther Peiner.
Source: Partners Group (2022).

Valeria
Hegnauer
The PG
Parents
Network
Leader
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Gender Diversity & Inclusion is a key area of focus for Partners Group
Where did we stand in 2021?

Key target for promoting gender diversity

39%

female employees
across entire firm

38%

female Executive
Committee members

602 / 1533
employees1

3/8
employees1

25%

25
Female Partners and
Managing Directors by 2025

female Board members3
2021

2022

124

2/8
employees2

Lisa Grace del
Hook RosarioCastaño

Anne
Lester

Flora
Zhao

1 Data as of 31 December 2021. 2 Partners Group had 2 female Board members throughout 2021. Lisa Hook stepped down from the Board of Directors for
personal reasons in September 2021. 3 Anne Lester and Flora Zhao will be proposed at the shareholder AGM on 25 May 2022 to replace Lisa Hook and Grace
del Rosario-Castaño. 4 Figure includes members of our Board of Directors. For illustrative purposes only. Source: Partners Group (2022).

48%
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Contacts
Investor relations contact:
Philip Sauer
T +41 41 784 66 60
philip.sauer@partnersgroup.com

Zugerstrasse 57
6341 Baar-Zug
Switzerland
T +41 41 784 60 00
partnersgroup@partnersgroup.com

Client Solutions contact:
Andreas Uhde
T +49 89 3838 92 51
andreas.uhde@partnersgroup.com

www.partnersgroup.com
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Disclaimer
NEITHER THE INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT NOR ANY RELATED MATERIALS MAY BE TAKEN OR TRANSMITTED INTO THE UNITED STATES OR DISTRIBUTED OR REDISTRIBUTED,
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN THE UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA OR JAPAN.
This presentation is strictly confidential to the recipient and has been prepared by Partners Group Holding AG (the "Company") solely for information purposes and use at the presentation to the
respective recipient ("Presentation"). All sources, which have not been otherwise credited, have been derived from Partners G roup. The information contained herein consists of slides solely for use
at the Presentation. By attending such Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms.

Figures provided have been rounded for presentation purposes and in certain instances rounding anomalies may arise.
This Presentation may not be reproduced, retransmitted or further distributed to the press or any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. Failure to comply with this
restriction may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. This Presentation does not constitute or form part of a nd should not be construed as, an offer to sell or issue or the solicitation of
an offer to buy or acquire securities of the Company in any jurisdiction or an inducement to enter into investment activity. No part of this Presentation, nor the fact of its distribution, should form
the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment or investment decision whatsoever. This Presenta tion does not constitute a prospectus or a similar communication
within the meaning of articles 35 et seqq. and 69 of the Swiss Federal Act on Financial Services ("FinSA") or a listing prospectus within the meaning of the listing rules of the SIX Swiss Exchange.

Neither the Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States of America, its territories or possessions, or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States of
America, its territories or possessions. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of U.S. securities laws. The Presentation is not an offer of securities for sale in the United
States. The Company's securities may not be offered or sold in the United States except pursuant to an exemption from, or tra nsaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities
Act.
Additional restrictions may apply according to applicable securities laws of other jurisdictions, including, without limitati on, the European Union, Canada, Australia and Japan.
The information contained in this Presentation has not been independently verified. The Company is not under any obligation t o update or keep current the information contained herein.
Accordingly, no representation or warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company or any of their respective members, directors, officers, agents or employees
or any other person as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained herein. Nothing herein shall be relied upon as a
promise or representation as to past or future performance. Neither the Company nor any of their respective members, directors, officers or employees nor any other person accepts any liability
whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connectio n with the Presentation.
This Presentation includes forward-looking statements, beliefs or opinions, including statements with respect to plans, objectiv es, goals, strategies, estimated market sizes and opportunities which
are based on current beliefs, expectations and projections about future events. The words "believe," "expect," "anticipate," "intends," "estimate," "forecast," "project," "will," "may," "should" and
similar expressions identify forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements in this Presentation are based upon various assumptions, many of which are based, in turn, upon further
assumptions, including, without limitation, management’s examination of data available from third parties. Although the Compa ny believes that these assumptions were reasonable when made,
these assumptions are inherently subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies which are difficult or impossible to predict and are beyond its control, and the Company may not achieve or
accomplish these expectations, beliefs or projections. Neither the Company nor any of its members, directors, officers, agent s, employees or advisers intend or have any duty or obligation to
supplement, amend, update or revise any of the forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation. The information and opinions contained herein are provided as at the date of the
Presentation and are subject to change without notice.
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